Gates and because Earth is a small sphere placed inside of the larger one that is Urtha, those .. .that core point for each
of them is the same point. So it means Earth's Prana Gates connect into Urtha's Prana Gates. By beginning the process
of re-activating Earth's Prana Gates we will be able to open the Gates to Urtha and that is the one Krystal Spiral
ascension path out of here at this point because of the damage that has been done to Earth's Templar.

~

There is a long history, and a short history too, as far as short being what just happened in the last say million years or
half million years, 500,000 years. It involves the Atlantian Holocaust, the Lemurian Holocaust, all of those things that
were in the Voyagers book were connected, they were part of this large drama that, at its core, had to do with this Fall of
what is called the Bourgha Matrix. We'll talk a little bit about that too.
I'm trying to give you , right now this is kind of like the [laughs) disorientation ... no orientation , then we'll go into the first
set where I will show you some graphs and go through key-points of the history and then show you on the Ecka maps
where these Matrices are involved , where they exist, where we are, where the Aquious Matrix is, where the Wesa Matrix
is. Remember we've talked about the Wesedeks and Wesedraks, we have been talking about that for a long time, so I
think most people have at least heard of them and their Black hole Fall System. So you'll see who we're dealing with,
who have been assisting our Matrix with its Kristiac ascension potential through the Krystal River frequencies or the
Krystal River Co-operative and how the Krystal River frequencies that were anchored during FOL I believe, right after
that wasn't it [to Az]? Yeah , right after FOL we anchored what was called the Krystal River Flow and that is the power of
3 Eckashas, alright. Meaning, we have our little Ecka-Veca systems inside of an Eckasha and we have our Eckasha
system. Now Eckashas can't fall , the stuff within them can fall to space dust return , but Eckashas are eternal.
So none of the Eckashas fell but our Parallel Eckasha ... its Ecka-Veca system was where the trouble started 480 billion
years ago with a group called the Borenthasalas, alright. They ended up becoming the fallen Bourgha Matrix. Their
Eckasha didn't fall either. Our Parallel Eckasha didn't but the Ecka-Veca system within it did and that is the system that
because it was in our Parallel Eckasha, they had direct acce.ss to our Ecka and they plugged in to our system here
attempting to fulfill their prime objective which was assimilation or eating. Because once they fell into Black hole status,
which means they are not longer able, a system is no longer able to generate its own life-force currents and it will
eventually hit its Bardoah stage where its Prana Seed closes and that initiates the separation of the Par-TE'-KEi
Template and that will lead to Nova of the system. In order to stop that natural Bardoah process form occurring they
have been trying to eat frequency from other systems to keep their Prana Gates moving alright.
So all of this started a very long time ago, all of it is going to end at this point with an early Bardoah of our Solar Gates,
which means there is a very limited path of ascension that is going to be available out of here. It was already limited from
what had occurred that we have been talking about for the last 2 years really, with the BeaST machine activation and the
Threshold machine activations but this last thing that has occurred with the compaction of the Solar Gates it just rushes,
it expedites what has been taking place. We were going to before in 2047, between 2047 and 2051 when Urtha is going
to do a natural Starfire which means it is going to pull back in to its Middle Domains and literally disappear and if Earth is
out here and it can't Starfire anymore because of its grid damage and its host support goes through its natural Starfire,
that is not going to leave Earth in too great a position. In fact it would fall, literally out of the Solar System when that
occurs, it would devastate the Solar System. So that was always known that there would be a Starfire point, if there was
enough grid damage here it would come early but the Aquari groups have been helping us and the Urtha groups have
been helping us to know how to hold a certain host frequency here that will allow this Earth to survive Urtha's Starfire.
And that had to do with activating what is called the Aurora 4 program of the Gyrodome which creates a field, an energy
field that is a replica field of part of Earth and part of Urtha that when Urtha goes, as long as that field-Gyrodome fieldsustains, and it is like a 3 dimensional reality structure . As long as that sustains, the Earth body or what is left of it that
can hold the Gyrodome is not going to go through, is not going to go to instant space dust cause that is what would
normally happen if a host planet like that or star like that did its natural Starfire and it had a dying hosted planet in its
core. When it went it would pull it with it as soon as the dying planet was not able to run the frequenCies of Starfire to do
a full Edonic return, it would simply explode and do a very fast Bardoah and Nova really fast, except, I don't think Planets
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